AT BUDWEG WE HAVE A STRAIGHT-FORWARD AMBITION: WE WANT TO
BE THE PREFERRED SUPPLIER OF BRAKE CALIPERS FOR THE EUROPEAN AUTOMOTIVE AFTERSALES MARKET BY PROVIDING A STERLING
PRODUCT QUALITY AND ATTENTIVE CUSTOMER SUPPORT, WHILE MAINTAINING A CONTINUOUSLY EXPANDING PORTFOLIO OF BRAKE CALIPERS
AND SPARE PARTS WITH EXPRESS DELIVERY.
Since Budweg Caliper was founded in 1978, we
have strived to include as many relevant brands
and models in our portfolio as possible, and as
such it has become part of our core business to
be first-to-market when it comes to providing
our customers with an extensive range of both
re-manufactured and newly manufactured brake
calipers of the highest quality.
First-to-market
Budweg Caliper’s approach to the aftermarket
is highly focused on enabling our customers to
have almost immediate access to a vast selection
of more than 4,200 caliper products. And while
Budweg does maintain an expansive selection of
caliber products and spare parts, we try our very
best to stay updated with the newest brands and
models of vehicles. In fact, Budweg has allocated
dedicated resources to surveying the market for
new OE calipers that can be included in the aftermarket catalogue.
Everything is documented
The initial step in introducing a new caliper into
the Budweg product portfolio is an excruciatingly detailed examination and documentation of
every part in the caliber, where the OE caliper is

completely dismantled into the smallest
components possible. Each part is then
thoroughly inspected, measured, and
documented with the purpose of guaranteeing a perfect reproduction of the OE
caliper’s functionality.

At Budweg, we never guess or estimate. We always verify everything
on our own when we make reproductions
of the OE products. So, if Budweg sells
a caliper product or repair kit, you can
be certain that we have measured and
verified the functionality of all the parts,
tells Michael Andersen, mechanical engineer at
Budweg.
Before the production of any new caliper can be
set in motion and introduced to the market, the
analysis of the various components and the viability of the product is brought up to the company’s
product qualification board before a new product is finally approved for the market. In other
words, any of the products in Budweg’s product
catalogue has been through a detailed multi-step
technical scrutiny with the purpose of providing
the customer as flawless a product as possible.

Exploded view of a brake-caliper. The documentation process describes
every single part in detail.

All the spare parts that Budweg offers to the market
are use in their own products as well, and therefore
Budweg is guaranteeing the highest quality on both
spares and calipers.

Express delivery
The efficiency provided by the innovative storage system allows Budweg to
handle small-quantity orders within overnight and provide express delivery
of items in stock. And we know that our customers appreciate the immediacy, so they don’t have to miss out on opportunities due to lack of calipers
or spare parts.
First-to-market & first-to-customer
From the above it should be clear that Budweg’s ambition is to guarantee
that our customers receive the quality-wise best possible product within a
practical time-frame that takes our customers’ needs (and sometimes lack
of time) into consideration, and to remain as one of the first suppliers of
brake calipers on the aftermarket.

Budweg’s Online Product Catalogue is updated daily

Online catalogue
As soon as the new caliper product has cleared the qualification
process, it will be made available both in Budweg’s own online catalogue (at www.budweg.com/catalogue), which is updated daily, and
the common automotive aftermarket procurement platform TecDoc
Catalogue, where the new product becomes available globally.
More than 230,000 caliper cores on stock
At the central storage location in Odense, Denmark, Budweg stocks
more than 230,000 caliper cores, and an extensive list of spare parts
and more than 1,600 different repair kits for the various caliper
types. It goes without saying that such a substantial stock requires
a well-organised warehouse to ensure that each and every order is
properly handled and that the customer receives the order on time.
Beyond the normal warehouse stock shelves, Budweg has likewise
invested in 24 underground automated Kardex storage systems,
which allow for swift retrieval of products, hence making it possible
for Budweg to handle and ship orders overnight for calipers and
parts available on stock.

The storage location in Odense, DK, stocks more than 230,000 caliper cores.

Follow Budweg on social media!
On Budweg’s social media channels you can always
watch the latest Budweg news, support videos and
practical guides, and of course about our products.

www.budweg.com
Automated underground Kardex storage system
at Budweg’s main storage location

